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ABSTRACT 
Emma Noël Warhover: The Recurring Grotesque in the Amores: A Bakhtinian Analysis 
(Under the direction of Sharon L. James.) 
 
 This paper analyzes Amores 2.2-15 and 3.7-8 using Bakhtin’s concept of the bodily gro-
tesque. The grotesque conflicts with elegy because the beloved’s body must be flawless, but el-
egy discusses bodily processes that are characteristic of the grotesque (e.g. sex). I argue that po-
ems 2.12-15 illustrate the ways in which the elegiac mistress’ body may become grotesque, and 
the lengths to which the amator will go to conceal her grotesquerie. Poems 3.7 and 3.8 demon-
strate that the grotesque can also afflict the male characters in elegy, and that grotesquerie repre-
sents elegiac failure for them as well as for the women. The grotesque in each set of poems re-
veals the conflict between the real body and the elegiac ideal of the body. Because of its subject 
matter, elegy is forced to interact with the grotesque, which in turn renders elegiac bodies ugly 
and inappropriate for the genre. 
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 Ovid’s Amores 2.12-15 deal, in order, with sex, abortion, abortion, and sex. Neither topic is 
normal for elegiac poetry, and so the four poems are formally unsuited to their own genre. Spe-
cifically, poems 2.12-15 stand out in elegy because they present a divergent canon of the human 
body. Human bodies described in elegy are usually neat, beautiful, and contained.1 The bodies in 
2.12-15 are permeable, vulnerable, prone to dramatic expansion, contraction, and transformation. 
I will argue here that, rather than affirming the contained elegiac ideal of the body, Amores 2.12-
15 reveal a Bakhtinian grotesque conception of the body, a concept derived from what Bakhtin 
claims is a timeless, ancient canon of the human body that emphasizes orifices, swellings, imper-
fections, and the double-edged relationship between life and death (317-18). This concept ap-
pears in other poems in the Amores, but is featured in a crucial role in poems 2.12-15, where the 
perfect body of the elegiac puella is degraded. The grotesque also affects the male body, albeit 
less prominently, in Amores 3.7 and 3.8. The grotesque body, featured in 2.12-15 and 3.7-8, il-
lustrates a confluence between Ovid’s treatment of gender, genre, and the physical realities of the 
human body. 
 Although Bakhtin conceived of his grotesque as ancient and universal, it is based in exam-
ples from Rabelais. Because the cultural institutions of Rabelais’ milieu (France, Catholicism, 
the Renaissance, to name a few) have a strong influence on Bakhtin’s grotesque, his concept of 
the grotesque is not always easily separable from its source material.2 I will argue here that the 
																																																								
1 “Contained” here means that the body is not shown excreting or engulfing anything. There are excep-
tions. As Zimmermann Damer (forthcoming) demonstrates, characters other than the elegiac puella may 
have unappealing bodies, but the puellae themselves almost never display physical flaws. Puellae in Ars 
Amatoria 3 do have flaws because the Ars does not depend on them being constantly appealing to a lover.  
 
2 Bakhtin’s ideas about the grotesque derive specifically the works of Rabelais, who lived in France in the 
late 15th and early 16th centuries. Nevertheless, Bakhtin credits Rabelais with an encyclopedic employ-
ment of the grotesque rather than its invention (3-4). 
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Empire under Augustus has a similarly strong influence on Ovid’s grotesque. Bakhtin argues that 
although the grotesque is ancient and natural, its use changed over time. Hence Rabelais’ use of 
the grotesque was influenced by his time period (61). The same is true for the Ovidian gro-
tesque.3 Where Rabelais’ novels chronicle the big grotesque deeds of big grotesque heroes, em-
bracing their grotesquerie, Roman love elegy presents desire for delicate, Callimachean women. 
Ovid’s elegiac speaker constantly works to conceal the inherently grotesque nature of his love 
interests even in his most markedly grotesque poems.  
 Bakhtin posits that the grotesque body is an ancient concept found in humorous or “folk” lit-
erature (3-4). He attributes many characteristics to the grotesque body, but summarizes it as 
swelling, incomplete, penetrable, and all-fertile (317). Furthermore, Bakhtin contends that “this 
boundless ocean of grotesque bodily imagery” was the standard concept of the body in literature 
before the medieval period, when the body became standardized, individualized, and intellectu-
ally domesticated (319). In the classical period, the grotesque existed, but was excluded from 
high genres (30-32). Although he does not mention it specifically, elegy would have been a high 
genre that should not have evoked the grotesque. Ovid is clearly aware that some (grotesque) 
bodily functions are inappropriate for love poetry, as when the praeceptor amoris suggests that 
observing non-specific concealed acts can cure a man’s unworthy love (Remedia Amoris 437-
38).4 His phrasing is deliberately vague, but it seems reasonable to assume that he means excre-
																																																								
3 Though the grotesque can be subversive, and certainly mocks its interlocutors as well as itself, subver-
sion through the grotesque does not imply that an author had a certain view on the objects that he or she 
used as emblems of the grotesque. The grotesque is a tool of neither satire nor rebellion, though it may 
irritate those in power. I aim here not to name Ovid as pro- or anti-Augustan, but to explore an aspect of 
his interaction with Augustan ideology. 
 
4 This passage in the Remedia bears a resemblance to Lucretius’ description of a bad-smelling mistress 
(4.1174-87), and is in urn imitated in Jonathan Swift’s poem “The Lady’s Dressing Room” (Green 413).  
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tion,5 an act that comes under the grotesque because all defecation calls attention to the orifices, 
necessities, and materiality of the body. Thus, Ovid’s use of the grotesque in elegy is especially 
noteworthy because of the mismatch between genre and content. 
The Ideal Elegiac Mistress’ Body 
 Because elegy idealizes the human body, especially the female body, it recoils from women’s 
grotesque characteristics.6 Elegiac female bodies receive more attention than men’s because most 
elegiac beloveds are women, but their bodies are problematically prone to being grotesque.7 An 
elegiac beloved must have an ideal body not subject to bodily indignities, because normal bodily 
functions, as Ovid suggests in the Remedia, could make her undesirable (437-38). Obviously, no 
perfect woman ever actually existed, and the elegists compensate for their exaggeratedly perfect 
mistresses by projecting bodily flaws onto other women instead, in order to acknowledge the re-
alities of the human body without tarnishing the mistress (Zimmermann Damer, forthcoming). If 
the puella does exhibit a physical flaw, it must be excused to preserve guiding conceit of elegiac 
poetry. 
																																																								
Terence’s Eunuchus names bathwater, filth, poverty, and greedy eating as undesirable processes that 
meretrices practice in private (930-39). 
 
5 Henderson ad loc remarks that reddere is “the technical term for the passing out of waste matter from 
the body” (96). Green comments that the speaker finds his own advice so scandalous that he immediately 
denounces it (413). 
 
6 See Wyke (27, 67-68) and Keith (27-28) for the literary construction of the elegiac mistress’ body. 
 
7 Women are more naturally associated with Bakhtin’s grotesque than are men, because women’s bodies 
are reminders of both birth (because of childbirth) and death (because birth and death are intimately con-
nected) (240-42). 
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 In accordance with elegiac convention, Ovid’s poetic speaker does not evoke the grotesque if 
he can avoid it.8 Although the Amores begin with a marked divergence from epic poetry (Amores 
1.1-4), and might therefore allow for a modicum of grotesque material, the speaker remains 
committed to a pure, high-style form of poetry. In Amores 1.1, he is concerned that combining 
genres will lead him to an inappropriate type of poetry, but not because he considers elegy natu-
rally inappropriate. The amator asks Cupid to imagine that Venus has switched places with Min-
erva, Ceres with Diana, and Apollo with Mars (Amores 1.1.7-12). By comparing his forced 
change in genre to a hypothetical mix-up between the gods, the amator characterizes the bounda-
ries between genres as part of the divine order of the world, asserting not that the elegiac meter is 
inherently inappropriate but that epic subject matter is not appropriate for elegy. Furthermore, he 
is aware that confusion in genre or subject matter may produce something that would be consid-
ered ridiculous, or that a generic mix-up could debase his poetry.9 In Bakhtin’s theory, Rabe-
laisian grotesques admit a canon of the body that “degrades” objects and concepts, often specifi-
cally things linked to the medieval Catholic Church (311). Although elegiac conventions had no 
social power in actual life, they remain powerful within the speaker’s fictional, elegiac universe. 
The amator can never explicitly say that he is defending his poems from the influence of other 
genres, but he works to prevent their encroachments, especially those that might introduce a gro-
tesque element. 
																																																								
8 Bakhtin usually characterizes the grotesque as something that Rabelais and other authors used on pur-
pose, but he also roots the grotesque in the real-life functioning of the human body. The grotesque also 
has interplay with high genres, even if only to “degrade” them (23). Therefore, the Amores need not be  
grotesque all the way through in order to demonstrate considerable use of the grotesque. 
 
9 Horace cautions against a similar problem in Ars Poetica, where he metaphorically warns that a 
woman’s body jointed to a fish’s body would be laughable and inappropriate (1-5).  
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 Unfortunately for the amator, elegy is full of grotesque potential. Physical sex is a staple of 
the grotesque, because it involves the fusion of bodies and leads to double-bodied fertility (318). 
Usually, elegy avoids confronting the (grotesque) physical aspects of this subject even in poems 
that are clearly about sex. A precedent for cautious description of sex can be found in Propertius 
2.14, which discusses sex without mentioning its fleshier, messier aspects. This poem consists 
chiefly of heroic examples of military triumphs. The first 8 lines deal with examples of mytho-
logical figures being very happy indeed, and lines 23-28 give an elaborate description of the 
speaker’s sexual triumph as a military triumph. The final two couplets provide little physical de-
scription. The speaker is so excited that he claims that more sex of the same caliber will make 
him immortal (Propertius 2.14.10), but he omits all physical description of the sex act. The rest 
of the poem consists mostly of a comparison between fantastic sex and military victory. Actual 
descriptions of non-idealized bodily processes are similarly banished to poems that describe el-
egy’s “marginalized” secondary characters, who allow the repulsive features of the body to exist 
at a remove from the elegiac couple (Zimmermann Damer, forthcoming).  
 The Amores follow the elegiac tradition by portraying the mistress’ body as entirely flawless, 
and by avoiding actual descriptions of sex in even the most overtly sexual poems. Amores 1.5 is 
Ovid’s initial example of the idealized, non-grotesque female body in elegy: 
  quos umeros, quales vidi tetigique lacertos! 
     forma papillarum quam fuit apta premi! 
quam castigato planus sub pectore venter! 
     quantum et quale latus! quam iuvenale femur! 
singula quid referam? nil non laudabile vidi. (Amores 1.5.19-23) 
 
Corinna’s body is so miraculously perfect that it hardly needs adjectives. Regardless, this four-
line description contains five adjectives, apta, planus, castigato, iuvenale, and laudabile, which 
describe seven body parts, umero, lacertos, papillarum, pectore, venter, latus, and femur. Both  
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shoulders and arms are described solely by quos and quales, which more closely resemble ex-
clamations of joy than coherent descriptions. Corinna’s latus is described with a similar con-
struction. Besides these, forma papillarum […] apta premi (21) provides more information about 
the reaction of the narrator than the actual appearance of Corinna’s breasts.10 The only parts that 
are actually described are a flat stomach, a compressed chest, and a youthful thigh —a vague 
schema of a woman from collarbone to knees. 
 In addition, the description of Corinna’s body includes none of the quintessential elements of 
Bakhtin’s grotesque, such as facial features, including the nose, ears, and mouth, which are regu-
lar loci of grotesque swelling (Bakhtin 316-17). In fact, in Amores 1.5 Corinna’s whole head is 
absent. The genitalia also tend to swell in grotesque bodies (Bakhtin 317), and although genitalia 
must exist in a poem about sex, they get almost no descriptive attention. Corinna’s breasts are 
“suitable to be pressed” (apta premi,1.5.21), a phrase which suggests that they might have some 
elasticity, but this is not the degree of swelling done by the “convexities and orifices” that Bak-
htin considers grotesque (Bakhtin 317).11 Corinna’s planus venter and castigatum pectus (1.5.22) 
indicate a contained body, which is, again, thoroughly non-grotesque.12 The less specific modifi-
ers (quos, quales, quantum, quam) do not in themselves banish the grotesque, but they do dem-
																																																								
10 Richlin 1992, 47. Despite arguing that the description of Corinna’s body is vague, Richlin cites Amores  
1.5 as an example of one of the more sexually explicit passages in elegy. Greene argues that Corinna is 
headless because she is dehumanized after being fragmented by the amator’s erotic gaze (83). 
 
11 Bakhtin focuses on the phallus as the premier example of swollen grotesque genitalia. Female genitalia 
seem to become grotesque only during pregnancy in Bakhtin’s terms. It seems entirely possible that non-
pregnant female genitalia could be characterized as grotesque, but Ovid does not do so here. Indeed, elegy 
only once explicitly discusses female genitalia, and then it is the groin of the disgusting lena at Tibullus 
1.5 (Zimmermann Damer, forthcoming).  
 
12 Delicate women reflect the values of Callimachean elegy. Wyke discusses puellae standing in for po-
etry in Propertius, but the point transfers to Ovid (61-62). See also Keith 28-29. 
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onstrate that Corinna’s body is an object of desire rather than ridicule, and is therefore not a gro-
tesque. 
 Finally, the actual description of sex is vague to the point of nonexistence. After describing 
Corinna’s flawless naked body, the amator adds “and I pressed my body up to her, naked” (et 
nudam pressi corpus ad usque meum, 1.5.24). Although this is certainly a sexual act, it is not ac-
companied by further detail, nor is it the end of the poem. The amator teases that everybody al-
ready knows what he is talking about, then skips to a post-coital scene (1.5.25). Because this is 
an elegiac poem, it would be unusual for sex to actually be described, but Amores 1.5 avoids the 
act in a particularly suggestive manner. Unlike Propertius 2.14, which reflects on sex that has 
already happened, Amores 1.5 (though in the past tense) narrates the entire scene up to the point 
of intercourse and then narrates part of the aftermath. In addition, most of the poem focuses di-
rectly on Corinna’s body, which is overtly sexualized, even though no sex is described.13 This 
poem skirts grotesque material, but only barely. Even the phrase used to abridge the sex, cetera 
quis nescit? (1.5.25), acknowledges the large grotesque crowd, an audience antithetical to the 
learned, elitist goals of Callimachean poetry. 
 The amator calls Corinna’s body remarkable, and his opinion is contagious even in the ab-
sence of corroborative detail because the non-grotesque body, as Bakhtin argues, is standardized 
and individually defined (26). The non-grotesque body compartmentalizes its formerly grotesque 
parts for specific functions, so that individual organs lose their multiple grotesque functions in 
favor of circumscribed, non-grotesque ones. Furthermore, each individual body has meaning 
only as an individual body, so that the death of a non-grotesque individual neither causes nor co-																																																								
13 Boyd argues that Am.1.5 sets up an expectation that the relationship between the amator and puella will 
be “consummated as quickly as possible” because Corinna appears for the first time five whole poems 
into the book (154). James characterizes the detailing of Corinna’s body as “fetishistic” (James 2003, 
174). Even without sex, 1.5 is pointedly sexual for an elegiac poem.			 7	
	 
incides with the birth of other individuals of the same species (321-22). In Amores 1.5, Corinna’s 
body is carefully distinguished from the herd of disgusting, all-encompassing bodies, because 
hers is a perfect body restricted to sexual use.14 Sexuality does form part of Bakhtin’s grotesque, 
because it relates to both fertility and union with other bodies, which are both important elements 
of the grotesque body (318), but suggestions of sex do not disturb the elegiac tradition, as sex is a 
major concern of the genre. The amator averts potential sexual grotesques by refusing to de-
scribe the messy facts of sex. Amores 1.5 could have departed from elegiac material in favor of 
the grotesque at many points, but it never does. In contrast with many later poems in the Amores, 
this poem models what elegiac sex should be. 
The Grotesque in Amores 2.12-15 
 Much of elegy’s interaction with the grotesque intersects with the dialogue between elegiac 
poetry and the Augustan regime. Of course, Augustus did not want to reinvent Rome as a messy 
carnival, but the Ovidian elegiac speaker describes it as one. For example, the praeceptor amoris 
advises his students to pick up women at the games, at the theater, at races, in public buildings, 
and at triumphs (Ars Amatoria 1.97-98, 89-90, 135-40, 71-73, 219-22, respectively). All these 
places and events were to some degree funded, encouraged, or used to broadcast part of Augus-
tus’ political program.15 The triumph in particular was a state-authorized festival that displayed 
																																																								
14 In fact, there is textual evidence that Corinna’s body is so beautiful that it more resembles the body of a 
goddess. Intertext with Catullus and the mention of half-light are suggestive of a divine status (Hinds 20 
and 22) and the lack of flaws is godlike (Keith 31). Deities are not necessarily exempt from grotesque 
mockery, but there is no sign of the grotesque in this poem, and without an explicit invocation of the gro-
tesque, a divine body has no interaction with the messy, human, deathly grotesque. 
 
15 See Futrell (44-45) for Augustus’ standardization of games, Lancaster (170) for Augustus’ investment 
in the Theater of Marcellus, Humphrey (73) on Augustus restoring the Circus Maximus after a fire, 
Latham (113-15) for how Augustus adapted pre-chariot race rituals to his own ends, and Östenberg (4-5) 
for Augustan restriction of the triumph to imperial family members. See also Galinsky’s argument that all  
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foreign people and objects, and likely included some ritual mockery of the triumphator (Beard 
81-82). A triumph certainly had the potential to incite grotesque ritual mockery and mockery of 
ritual, though such behavior was not its expected purpose. The praeceptor’s portrayal of a tri-
umph in the Ars Amatoria focuses on how to flirt in a crowd watching a triumphal parade (1.219-
28), in essence how not to take a triumph seriously. The Amores contain their own travesties of 
triumphs, including the triumph of Cupid (1.2) and the triumph of the amator over his girlfriend 
(1.7).16 Though the Augustan age predates the emergence of standardized mocking rituals of the 
type Bakhtin discusses,17 Ovid is nonetheless co-opting ritual for mockery. In his portrayal, an 
august state event becomes a speed-dating free-for-all: the conquest of the world has significance 
only as an occasion for picking up girls. 
 Ovid's parodies of the triumph mock not only public ritual, but the Roman imperial project as 
a whole. Treating conquest as a way to meet girls trivializes what Augustus portrayed as a very 
serious endeavor and repeats the motif of militia amoris as the only worthwhile form of military 
service: if even real soldiers accomplish little more than maintaining a supply of puellae for men 
in Rome, why shouldn’t elegiac speakers spend their time pursing women? The Rome of Ovid’s 
Ars Amatoria is itself a grotesque body: it is constantly expanding to accommodate an ever-
																																																								
the elegists used triumphal motifs as an oblique way to talk about Augustus (75). Ovid also associates 
public games with Romulus in his description of the rape of the Sabine women (Ars Amatoria 1.101-33), 
thereby making one of Rome’s founding heroes complicit in encouraging illicit sex through public events 
(Hemker 44-45). 
 
16 Propertius 3.4 is a precedent for elegiac use of triumphal motifs, and Propertius 2.14 (discussed above) 
compares successful sex to a successful military campaign. 
 
17 See Bakhtin’s discussion of the feast of fools, during which fake authorities were chosen to preside 
over a feast (218-30). This section also includes a version of his claim that folkloric rituals were often if 
not always connected to the serious rituals of the Catholic Church. Bakhtin recognizes Saturnalia as the 
same type of festival, but does not expand on its significance (6-8, 198-99). 
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larger population, which coalesces into a mob of potential love objects (1.171-76). Finally, Au-
gustan moral reforms encouraged elites to marry and have children, and punished illicit sex more 
publicly than it had previously been punished.18 Love elegy has been interpreted as a specific 
response to the Augustan moral legislations,19 but it is not much different to say that elegy cast 
moral reforms as its opposite. Elegy focuses on childless, unmarried, illicit love while the Au-
gustan reforms encouraged fertility in elite marriage as part of an all-important social order.20 
Though the grotesque is often a subversive force, elegy portrays the dominant social order as 
grotesque because it encouraged fertility and, most importantly for the grotesque, it attempted to 
conglomerate all things to itself.21 At the triumph in the Ars, the potential love objects are first 
described as young men and women (1.173), but quickly turn into an indistinguishable mass of 
“something [someone] could love” (quod amaret, 1.175). Like all participants in the grotesque, 
inhabitants of Rome must be members of a large set of humanity before they may display per-
sonal foibles. 																																																								
18 James summarizes Augustan moral legislation (2003, 229-31). See Csillag 175-99 for a full description. 
 
19 Gamel 193-94. Zimmermann Damer (forthcoming) notices especially strong echoes of Augustan moral 
legislation in Amores 3.8. See also Gale for a summary of opinions advanced on the influence of the Au-
gustan moral legislations in Propertius 2.7 (77). Although there are many different interpretations of what 
the elegists meant when they mentioned Augustan policy, there seems to be a consensus that elegy does 
treat the subject of Augustan moral legislation. 
 
20 Nothing in Augustus’ reforms made sex with an unmarried woman of low status illegal (Csillag 175- 
83), and the reforms had the greatest impact on wealthy people, because they inflicted strict inheritance  
laws as punishment for insufficient marital fertility, and the provisions against adultery also included fi-
nancial penalties (Csillag 81-2, 195-6). The poetic speaker does not seem to have a particular grievance,  
only a generalized suspicion of the grotesque. 
 
21 The grotesque is not subversive because it tries to criticize any particular system, but because it disrupts 
and subverts all things. Occasionally, the grotesque can make fun of an ideology that does not even real-
ize it is mocked (Bakhtin 212-13), a process that occurs in the Amores. 
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  Amores 2.12 starts with an appropriation of the political triumph to the triumph of love. Be-
cause the speaker does not equate the triumph of love with the political triumph, the poem does 
not fall into a grotesque vein. Instead, the triumph of 2.12 is the lover’s answer to the military 
triumph, and his triumph is presented as an improvement. The amator boasts in several places 
that his triumph, unlike the military triumph, is bloodless (2.12.6, 27).22 He is proud to have 
acted alone (11-14), and to have participated non-violently in a long tradition of violence con-
cerning women (17-24).23 These sentiments are typical of elegiac poetry that asserts its victory 
over expected values and duties of Roman men. It is notable that the speaker names no triumphal 
paraphernalia except for the laurel (2.12.1), an ornament equally suited to poetic honors. The 
speaker calls his victory a triumph three times (2.12.1, 5, 16), but barely envisions any specific 
triumphal rituals, and he does not invite all of Rome to observe his victory. From his perspective, 
he has deleted the grotesque elements. There are no conquered and bloodied people; the number 
of individuals involved in both the contest and the celebration has dwindled, in contrast to the 
ever-expanding empire of Rome in the Ars Amatoria;24 and the prize is a perfect-bodied elegiac 
mistress rather than a run-down city (2.12.7-8). In an epic poem, large numbers of people or 
large amounts of things are expected, as the crowd of people at the triumph in Ars 1 suggests. 
The triumph in poem 2.12 is scaled down, and the focus is tightened so that it glorifies only the 
most important and perfect thing in the world, the elegiac puella. 																																																								
22 2.12 presents elegy as uncomplicatedly bloodless, but at once foreshadows the violence of abortion in 
2.13 and 2.14 (Gamel 186). 
 
23 Cahoon argues that the point about women causing war undermines itself, because women are blamed 
as both the causes and the victims of war (298). Though not directly related to the grotesque, it is another 
example of the way this poem subverts its own purported message. 
 
24 Ars Amatoria 1.171-76, discussed above. 
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 The speaker is hardly naïve about his displacement of epic and imperial values. He character-
izes battling as turpis and saeva (2.12.20, 24), terms that confirm his hostility toward violence. 
He rejects Roman and epic values by reimagining them not as lofty and grandiose, but as vulgar, 
ponderous, and cruel. In contrast to the all-encompassing Roman Empire, the amator’s victory is 
unmixed with misfortune (Am.2.12.15), further evidence that refined elegy is purer than indis-
criminate conquering. Rome’s political order is not literally one grotesque human body, but the 
amator transforms it into one mass of biology. 
 In the process of characterizing Augustan society as grotesque, however, the amator leaves 
himself vulnerable to the same accusation. Even without describing a triumph in detail, and even 
though he has pared down his triumph, he casts himself in a political, public context. He invites 
comparison between himself and the order that he mocks. He attempts to pull off a satirical tactic 
(to mock and criticize his opponents), but uses the wrong method. In satire, the comparison be-
tween the speaker and the world is a foregone conclusion: readers are expected to side with the 
speaker. The grotesque is not suited to satire, because it allows for only a universal “praise-
abuse” that derides its participants as much as its enemies (Bakhtin 38, 416).  The grotesque can 
mock, even though it is not a source of serious criticism of prevailing social norms, but it does 
not set itself up as a desirable or long-term alternative to the things that it mocks. Even the 
speaker of the Ars Amatoria claims that he knows how to maintain long-lasting love (1.37-38), 
whereas the grotesque carnival is by nature temporary and full of undesirable as much as desir-
able things (Bakhtin 15-16, 21). The amator thus foreshadows the grotesquerie of the next few 
poems even as he attempts to dissociate himself from all things grotesque. 
 In poems 2.13 and 2.14, the speaker implies the existence of the potentially swollen (and 
therefore grotesque) body of the pregnant Corinna, but discusses her seriously injured body only  
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after she has had an abortion. Poem 2.13, in which Corinna is actually suffering from the effects 
of the abortion, says very little about her body. The first two lines contain most of the physical 
detail: “Dum labefactat onus gravidi temeraria ventris / in dubio vitae lassa Corinna iacet” (1-2). 
Though the situation is disconcerting, little in this passage draws attention to Corinna’s body. 
Besides her pregnant stomach, nothing about Corinna’s body has necessarily changed since its 
idealized appearance in Amores 1.5. Since the amator uses the rest of the poem to pray for her 
recovery, he never has reason to recall the exact damage visited on her, nor has he mentioned her 
pregnancy in previous poems (Gamel 191). Corinna’s body is allowed to become grotesque 
through neither fertility nor self-enforced infertility. If she were allowed to wander too far into 
the world of grotesque comedy, she would cease to be attractive. When, later in the poem, the 
speaker does refer to the physical effects of pregnancy, he describes girls in general, not neces-
sarily his particular girl (Am. 2.13.19-20). The amator understands but will not acknowledge that 
fertility and pregnancy would put an end to his elegiac love affair. Neither pregnancy nor child-
birth would be a fit subject for elegy, and either would prevent the puella from keeping the  
flighty amator’s attention (James 2003, 176). The amator cannot suggest that Corinna has be-
come unattractive, because if she were to become ugly he would lose the supposed source of his 
poetry, so instead he characterizes pregnancy in general as grotesque. 
 Much of the material in Amores 2.13 may seem rather heavy to be associated with a concept 
that Bakhtin labels basically comic, but Bakhtin allows for a slew of horrific things to happen to 
the body as long as some fertility accompanies them: the grotesque body, like the mother of Pan-
tagruel, can be both deathly and fertile at the same time (329).25 In a comedy in which the off-
																																																								
25 Pantagruel’s mother suffocates at his birth (Bakhtin 30-31), and Gargantua’s mother dies giving birth to 
him through her ear after her intestine falls out from eating too much tripe (Bakhtin 225-26). Grotesque 
fertility can include more deathly than fertile elements, as long as both are present.  
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spring will be just as grotesque and genre-appropriate as its mother, constant death-fertility is no 
problem, but Corinna’s potential offspring would hinder the continuation of her elegiac love af-
fair with the amator, and impede the normal topoi of the genre (James 2003; 176, 309). 
 To resolve the conflict between the physical realities of female fertility and his elegiac fan-
tasy, the speaker moves on to a more overtly invective tone in poem 2.14, where he is more will-
ing to discuss the female body, likely because he has generalized the question of abortion and to 
that end he pointedly never mentions Corinna by name. She can remain a perfect, non-grotesque 
body while the amator derides women in whom he has no personal interest. He acknowledges 
that the body can become swollen (though perhaps not quite grotesque) because of pregnancy 
(2.14.7). The fetus itself is repeatedly characterized as “weights” (pondera), a nonspecific de-
scriptor, but evocative of an engorged stomach, typical of the grotesque body. The amator claims 
that he does not want women to have abortions, but he spends very little time acknowledging the 
effects of having a baby. He brings up stretch marks (2.14.7-8) as a purposefully insufficient ex-
cuse for abortion, but mentions neither the normal physical effects nor the dangers of pregnancy 
in the ancient world. Stretch marks also appear in the Ars Amatoria as a legitimate cause to find 
a woman undesirable (Ars 3.785). Although the amator does not admit it, stretch marks would 
actually be a serious impediment to his elegiac affair. 
 Most of Amores 2.14 lists mythological examples of women who did not abort their children, 
and mythical mothers who killed their already born children. Some of the mothers receive a little 
more physical description, though again it is notable that not much of it is directed at Corinna. 
quis Priami fregisset opes, si numen aquarum 
     iusta recusasset pondera ferre Thetis? 
Ilia si tumido geminos in ventre necasset, 
     casurus dominae conditor urbis erat; 
si Venus Aenean gravida temerasset in alvo, 
     caesaribus tellus orba futura fuit.  
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tu quoque, cum posses nasci formosa, perisses 
     temptasset, quod tu, si tua mater opus. (Amores 2.14.13-21) 
 
Thetis, Rhea Silvia, and Venus are depicted as pregnant in ascending degrees of grotesquerie. 
Pondera ferre (applied to Thetis at 14), a euphemism for pregnancy, does not explicitly draw the 
eye over the body in question. Rhea Silvia is described in more explicit terms, with a stomach 
swollen with twins (15), a phrase that openly invokes a convex body. Finally Venus is attached 
both to gravida and in alvo (17-8), phrases that redundantly specify both that she is pregnant and 
where she is most obviously pregnant. In contrast to the inflated bodies of these distinguished 
figures from myth, Corinna’s body barely appears, described only as beautiful (formosa, 20; this 
word specifically emphasizes the shape of the body), and her potentially pregnant body is re-
placed by the body of her pregnant mother. 
 The mythological women represent a Who’s Who of mythological mothers, and mothers of 
Rome in particular. Rhea Silvia and Venus are two ancestral mothers of Rome, and Thetis, 
though she is not a Roman ancestor, is famous as the mother of an epic hero, and is thus a fore- 
bear of the genre against which elegy defines itself (Gamel 198).26 Overtly, the speaker attempts 
to persuade modern puellae of the error of their ways by setting distinguished mothers of the past 
as a counterexample, but in the context of elegy, ancestral piety rings false. In the previous 
poem, the amator seems to have learned about Corinna’s abortion only because it went wrong, 
and he has not yet discovered his own moral objections. Instead of seriously condemning abor-
tion, his cast of distinguished mythological mothers actually serves to mock pregnancy in its 
most respected forms. The speaker dissociates his love object from even a hypothetical preg-																																																								
26 Rhea Silvia is identified as Ilia, an epithet that also identifies her with epic poetry. She also appears in a 
fragment of Ennius (32-48), and though she is there unnamed, Ovid also calls her Ilia in the Tristia, 
where he explicitly mentions the Annales (Tristia 2.1.259-60). Venus’ role in the Aeneid and the De Re-
rum Natura makes her another mother of epic. Although my argument focuses on their significance to 
Roman myth, the group has additional strong associations with epic poetry. 
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nancy, while the pregnant bodies of two of Rome’s founding matrons are described in grotesque 
detail. The amator avoids breaking the elegiac spell by allowing Corinna’s body to succumb to 
grotesque fertility. 
 At the end of Amores 2.14, grotesque death encroaches on grotesque fertility as the amator 
begins to lose control of the grotesque caricature that he has summoned: 
      saepe, suos utero quae necat, ipsa perit. 
 ipsa perit, ferturque rogo resoluta capillos, 
      et clamant 'merito!' qui modo cumque vident. 
 ista sed aetherias vanescant dicta per auras, 
      et sint ominibus pondera nulla meis! (Amores 2.14.38-42)	
 
Although the amator has avoided discussing the bodies of real women, here he returns to a situa-
tion remarkably similar to that of Corinna in 2.13. Though she does not die from her abortion, 
her death was a latent possibility that is here explored more fully. Because he is elaborating on 
the same situation, the amator must return to the possibility that Corinna’s body might be unde-
sirable. The burgeoning body is replaced by funerary trappings, so that the uterus is still visible 
in line 38, but the body is quickly replaced by the pyre (40) and surrounded by a throng of 
mourners. Near the end of the poem, pondera recurs (42), although the occasion changes the 
word’s significance from physical pregnancy to metaphorical weight (James 2010, 7). Nonethe-
less, the amator has nearly described Corinna’s body as undesirable, even taking on the moraliz-
ing tone that elegiac poets usually ascribe to their enemies.27 The amator introduced the gro-
tesque to ward off serious, “weighty” topics, but refuses to admit that the grotesque might apply 
to Corinna, and attempts to exclude it from his love affair. He does so in vain, because the gro-
tesque can neither be entirely silenced nor serve a single goal. 
																																																								
27 The moralizing tone resembles a satirical tone (see Richlin 1984), which is incompatible with the gro-
tesque. By shifting to a satirical tone, the amator loses his grip also on the apotropaic power of grotesque 
laughter. 
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 After these two notably grotesque poems, poem 2.15 attempts to minimize the possibility that 
the puella could have a grotesque body. The amator deflects attention from elegiac puellae by 
portraying a grotesque male body rather than a grotesque female body. This poem admits no in-
terpretation besides a fantastical one. The amator cannot actually desire to become a ring, nor 
can he expect to become one, nor does the fantasy of being a ring have some special allure for 
him.28 In this poem, the ring becomes a grotesque body. It thus spares the human participants 
from indignity and allows the amator to explore subject matter that is unusually sexually explicit 
for elegy. 
 The main goal of the amator/ring throughout poem 2.15 is exploration of the puella’s body, 
which is safely non-grotesque. Imagining himself as the ring that he is sending to the puella, the 
speaker names all the parts of her body that he plans to touch while still in the form of the ring. 
The poem culminates with the ring apparently developing an erection from observing the 
puella’s naked body (Amores 2.15.25-6).29 For an object that is neither an animate being nor ex-
creted by one, the ring is a superbly grotesque body. Its circular form bulges in all directions, it 
has an insatiable appetite for sex even though it is sexually incapable, and this particular ring is 
capable of crossing the boundary between animate and inanimate, which is in itself a grotesque 
quality.30 Bakhtin says of rings: “the ring is the symbol of eternity but is here also the sign of a 
																																																								
28 The amator wants the benefits of voyeurism that are allowed to an inanimate object, but, as his fanta-
sies make clear, he does not actually want to be an inanimate object. 
 
29 The amator euphemistically explains: “sed, puto, te nuda mea membra libidine surgent, / et pergam  
partes anulus ille viri” (Amores 2.15.25-6). The poem gives no suggestion of how this process could actu-
ally work for a ring. 
 
30 Bakhtin illustrates several types of grotesque unification of animate and inanimate objects. First, inani-
mate objects can be degraded by association with body parts, as in the identification of a church tower  
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woman’s sexual organ […]; an endless torrent of conceptions and renewals flows through it” 
(Bakhtin 243). Conversely, the amator seems aware that the ring itself is an essentially infertile 
object, which can neither engulf nor expel grotesque matter on its own, including any of the mat-
ter involved in sex. The amator/ring is therefore in the awkward position of a voyeur dependent 
on the object of its gaze to display itself. As a result it necessarily takes on a passive, feminine 
role. 
 Furthermore, the ring is grotesque in that it combines all parts of the body into one (Bakhtin 
316-17), though in this case the ring does not distort the body so much as replace it. The ring re-
duces the amator’s whole body into itself, while somehow maintaining functioning humanoid 
genitalia. The compression of the amator into a ring also imposes a second set of genital charac-
teristics on the amator/ring unit. Because it is a ring, its anatomy is feminine, but because it has 
such marked male sexual desire, and because it is the temporary body of the amator, it is also 
masculine. In fact, the physical sex of the ring becomes increasingly complex as the poem goes 
on. The ring starts off as quite tenaciously female. It not only surrounds the puella’s finger, but 
wears it down by rubbing (teras, 2.15.6-7). Later the ring is also “fast bound” (adstringens, 
2.15.20) in the same context. The ring does not exactly consume its domina, but the image seems 
to be one of a voracious, deathly vagina-mouth. Both genitalia and mouths are integral parts of 
Bakhtin’s grotesque, and putting them together is also typically grotesque, as the grotesque col-
lapses distinctions, including those between different orifices (317). Significantly, the ring is 
never characterized as a human woman. For all its vaginal assertiveness, the ring represents the 
male speaker of elegy throughout the poem.  
																																																								
with a phallus (310-11). Second, regular bodily functions necessitate a relationship between the body and 
the inanimate world in the form of eating and excreting (317). Finally, grotesque pregnant death falls into 
a combined category in which the fetus is both a future excretion and a future human body.  
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 In another feminizing touch, the amator expresses his envy of the ring as a wish to change 
places with it “by the arts of Aeaea [i.e. the witchcraft of Circe] or the old Carpathian man” (ar-
tibus Aeaeae Carpathiive senis, 2.15.10). In elegy, witchcraft is usually associated with gro-
tesque old women. The amator ascribes supernatural powers also to the lena Dipsas (“Aeaean 
arts,” artes Aeaeaque, Amores 1.8.5), in a particularly grotesque context.31 The amator is asking 
to be transformed into a (feminine) ring by a particularly feminine means. The same gender-
bending details are also applied to the beloved in this poem.32 The gender combination further 
complicates the amator’s relationship with the domina’s body.33 He claims that he desires to 
touch it in ring form (2.15.7-8), but he takes on a feminine form in order to do so. Furthermore, 
her finger must penetrate the ring in order for the amator/ring to achieve his goal. The double 
vision required to see the amator as both penetrable ring and man desiring to penetrate a female 
body evokes the double-bodied grotesque. The amator’s use of the grotesque in the previous po-
ems has targeted his (real or perceived) enemies: Augustan Rome, non-elegiac women, lenae,34 
and rivals in love. In Amores 2.15, the amator makes himself grotesque as well, through the me-
diating body of the ring. The ring is a grotesque abbreviation of female genitalia, but because it 																																																								
31 Zimmermann Damer (forthcoming) discusses the characterization of lenae in elegy in great detail, and 
shows that their bodies are a foil for the bodies of puellae, and therefore they often display grotesque 
characteristics. Lenae are also often blamed for witchcraft.  
 
32 The woman in 2.15 is unnamed, and therefore not necessarily Corinna. Whether she is Corinna or not, 
she is an elegiac beloved, and therefore must conform to a non-grotesque conception of the body. It is 
also possible that Corinna has been rejected as elegiac beloved in this poem because her body was in such 
danger of becoming grotesque in the previous two. 
 
33	The woman of 2.15 is a puella twice in the poem, at lines 1 and 17, but she is characterized as a 
domina in relation to the ring. 	
34 Though not discussed in this paper, there is a grotesque strain in Ovid’s treatment of Dipsas in Amores 
1.8. 
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is animated by the male amator’s consciousness it does not encourage an association between 
actual women and the grotesque. 
 Although the amator attempts to transfer the grotesque from the puella to himself-as-ring, the 
transfer is imperfect because the grotesque does not allow bodies to separate entirely. The male 
and female roles are not merely reversed but confused: the ring retains a distinctly masculine 
sexual expectation, and the domina retains a female, penetrable, and desirable body, without 
which the poem would have no subject. The amator explains the benefits of being a ring in terms 
of how much illicit touching a ring can do without objection: 
tunc ego, cum cupiam dominae tetigisse papillas, 
     et laevam tunicis inseruisse manum, 
elabar digito quamvis angustus et haerens 
     inque sinum mira laxus ab arte cadam. (Amores 2.15.11-14) 
 
The ring starts to assert the amator’s masculinity in this passage. First, it explicitly substitutes for 
a man (or the hand of a man) in touching the domina’s breasts. Second, the ring begins to take on 
a masculine agency of its own, which will continue until the end of the poem. The ring still acts 
passive enough to seem to be a real ring, but simultaneously moves as it desires: it will “slip” 
(elabar, 13), but only when the amator wants it to (cupiam, 11). In counterpoint to its sudden 
discovery of masculine agency, the ring has begun to give up its aggressively female ability to 
engulf the domina’s finger. The ring slips from the finger, “although tight and clinging” (quam-
vis angustus et haerens, 13), relinquishing its earlier enthusiasm for encircling the finger (6). By 
separating from the domina’s finger, the ring also separates from its grotesque role as a body 
united with another body. Instead of wanting to become one with her body, the ring begins to 
differentiate itself in order to become a voyeur. The need to separate from the domina’s body,  
after such enthusiasm for combining with it, reflects the divergence between the amator’s goals 
and the nature of the grotesque. In the grotesque, all bodies are one, but in order to maintain ele- 
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giac eroticism, the amator must be physically separated from the puella. Even though the gro-
tesque fantasy exists in part to serve the disrupted elegiac one, the amator must abandon his gro-
tesque fantasy at this point in order to enjoy his elegiac one.35 
 Without being separated from the puella, the amator could not enjoy covertly observing and 
touching her body. The ring is also more suited to the voyeuristic role, because although it is not 
capable of sex with the domina, it can touch her anywhere without rousing suspicion. Its new 
role of voyeur also distances it from its role as a grotesque body. The grotesque encourages fu-
sion not with sexually desirable people only, but with all material things, not even necessarily 
living things (Bakhtin 317). Voyeurism requires the opposite to be true, because the subject and 
object must be separated. By first introducing and then abandoning the ring fantasy, the amator 
diverts his readers’ attention from possible grotesquerie in his puella, then returns to his elegiac 
program, with special care to confirm that he is the man in the relationship after the ring sepa-
rates from the female domina. 
 In case the amator’s fantasies were all beginning to make sense, he next fantasizes about be-
ing a ring used to seal illicit letters. The ring shows accustomed joy in being brought close to a 
sexualized female body part —in this case the mouth (2.15.17)36— but otherwise expresses the 
anguish of an elegiac lover whose girlfriend is cheating on him (2.15.15-18). It turns out that 
even voyeurism has its drawbacks, in this case illustrated by the separation of the ring from the 
body of the domina and its return to identification with the amator. Because the ring must return 
																																																								
35 The amator may not be entirely aware that his fantasy is changing genres, and probably does not intend 
to do so, but instead he succumbs to the grotesque because of his well-documented difficulties controlling 
his own elegy (Gamel 185). 	
36 The mouth is especially typical of the frightening and deathly aspects of the grotesque, though it is also 
a sexual symbol. In this case, the mouth heralds both sexual excitement and foreboding. 
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to the amator’s identity in order to appreciate the body it touches, it also must return to his ele-
giac anxieties, which are less pleasant. 
 The fact that the domina writes letters to the amator’s rivals as well as to him makes the ring 
revert to its original role, “clinging to your [i.e. the domina’s] fingers with a tiny orbit” (adstrin-
gens digitos orbe minore tuos, 2.15.20). The ring has returned to its earlier tenacious but also 
female role. Its femininity is further evidenced by the recurrence of the round, female orbe (also 
at 2.15.6). Finally, the shape of the line does not echo the shape of the action described. The 
amator claims that he, as a ring, will cling to the domina’s fingers, but the orbit of the ring is en-
closed between digitos and tuos. At this point in the poem, the amator has completely confused 
what set of genitalia the ring is supposed to have, as demonstrated by whether it penetrates the 
area between the domina’s fingers or is penetrated by her finger. 
 The ring also repeatedly asks the domina to fuse into a grotesque body along with it (2.15.13, 
20). Although the speaker earlier attempted to isolate the grotesque in the body of the ring, the 
ring’s request resurrects the possibility that an elegiac beloved could become grotesque. Her gro-
tesque potential is further signaled by the repetition of some terms familiar from Amores 2.14: 
the ring is twice described as an orbis (2.15.6, 20). Though orbis is a perfectly normal word for a 
ring, its appearance here evokes 2.14.12, where orbis describes the empty world after Deucal-
ion’s flood. Because the flood in 2.14 represents a society in which all pregnancies were aborted, 
the ring is connected to female fertility and the lack thereof. The ring also claims that it will not 
be “a burden which a tender finger would refuse to carry” (quodve tener digitus ferre recuset, 
onus, 2.15.22), language highly reminiscent of Thetis’ hypothetical refusal to bear the weight of 
her child (2.14.14; the burden in this line is pondera rather than onus). The ring does not want 
the domina to become pregnant any more than the amator does, because the amator knows that  
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the body can become grotesque in the act of sex as well as in pregnancy. The relationship be-
tween grotesque pregnancy and grotesque sex is further confirmed when the ring asks the 
domina to carry it (me gere 2.15.24), a phrase that conflates sexual and pregnant weight (James 
2010, 8). Setting aside the logical connection between sex and pregnancy, the ring’s request 
thematically combines sex with pregnancy by equating the immediate act of sex with the gradual 
consequence of pregnancy. 
 At the very end of 2.15, the amator snaps back into the real world: “Inrita quid voveo? par-
vum profiscere munus: / illa datam tecum sentiat esse fidem” (2.15.27-8). This ending is both 
conventional and symbolic in that it returns to reality, but elegiac “reality” is itself a fantasy that 
ignores physicality. The amator is for once literally correct that the ring is a gift, but he inexpli-
cably casts it as a pledge (fidem), an abstract noun after a whole slew of physical characteriza-
tions. The characterization of the ring could in some respects suit a pledge of loyalty, especially 
as it is so eager to hang on to the domina in one way or another, but a serious pledge seems un-
likely, given that the amator has not been enthusiastically faithful in previous poems. In Bak-
htin’s terms, the amator is restricting the ring to a non-grotesque function, through which it is 
defined in opposition to other objects and classified as a material rather than living or dead ob-
ject. As usual, the amator is determined to keep his love affair within the boundaries of elegy, 
but he himself evokes the grotesque with his grotesque subject matter. 
The Grotesque Elsewhere in the Amores 
 If we consider these four poems as a unit, a few patterns emerge. To be desirable, the 
puella’s body must inhabit a non-grotesque world. In non-grotesque poems like Amores 1.5, the 
amator does nothing but observe her perfect body. He therefore puts it in no danger of becoming 
grotesque by joining with his body, although the sexual content in poem 1.5 foreshadows the ex- 
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istence of the grotesque. The idealized beloved body does not do anything grotesque of its own 
accord. Poems 2.13-15 show that bodies cannot naturally remain non-grotesque. The amator 
goes to considerable lengths to conceal the inevitable appearance of the grotesque.37 The abor-
tion poems are the most dramatic example of the grotesque, as the puella’s life is in danger and 
the poems constantly invoke death, but the amator encounters similar problems in the poem 
about the puella’s hair falling out (1.14)38 and multiple poems about sexually suggestive persua-
sion (2.7-8, 2.18, 3.14). Finally, the ring poem is an attempt to reintegrate the Amores back into 
elegy after two poems about grotesque bodies, but it attempts to transfer the grotesque to the 
amator’s body rather than the puella’s to make sure that the puella’s body is thoroughly free of 
grotesquerie. The amator attempts to dissociate the grotesque from the body of the puella, but he 
cannot control the effects of the grotesque. 
 Although the grotesque is most prominently displayed between poems 2.13 and 2.15, it is 
present elsewhere in the Amores, and plays a revealing role. Poems 3.7 and 3.8 present another 
intrusion by the masculine grotesque. Because the Amores include no male beloved, the mascu-
line grotesque illustrates other aspects of the grotesque that can disrupt elegy. The recurrence of 
themes from poems 2.12-15 confirms that the grotesque can pollute the goals of elegy in multiple 
ways. Poems 3.7 and 3.8. They also expand upon the existence of a male as well as a female gro-
tesque. 
																																																								
37 In spite of the amator’s best efforts to conceal the grotesque, a few early poems in the Amores betray its 
influence. The most notable examples are 1.8, in which the speaker witnesses a grotesque crone giving 
the puella advice on prostituting herself, and 1.14, in which the puella’s hair falls out. 
 
38 Hair falling out is related to the grotesque motif of bodily effluvia, and indicates that the puella’s body 
is not the self-contained unit that it is supposed to be. The discussion of hair dye also links Amores 1.14 
with the advice to grotesque women in Ars Amatoria 3. 
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 In Amores 3.7, the amator experiences the effects of the grotesque, as part of an obvious fail-
ure of elegiac love: impotent, he is incapable of sex with a girl. Such frank discussion of the 
lower bodily strata is formally grotesque. Although the grotesque often celebrates successful 
bodily functioning, unsuccessful functioning is just as grotesque.39 Furthermore, impotence is 
described in language familiar from earlier grotesque material. The amator’s unresponsive geni-
talia are a “crime and a load” and a “useless weight” (crimen onusque and inutile pondus, 3.7.4 
and 15). Crimen, onus, and pondus are all used in 2.13 and 2.14, where they refer to pregnancy 
and abortion, and although the context is different, the words here suggest that male impotence is 
a bodily fault akin to female pregnancy.40  
 The amator describes his predicament as a living death, comparing his flaccid penis to limbs 
suffering from hemlock poisoning (3.7.13-14) and exclaiming “it was not determined whether I 
was a body or a shade” (et non exactum, corpus an umbra forem, 3.7.16). He is experiencing not 
a fertile grotesque death, but rather a foreshadowing parody of death. Bakhtin describes gro-
tesque death as typical of situations of generational change (Bakhtin 248-49). During a carnival, 
death does not literally occur, but small-scale examples of death and its related processes are on 
display in a joyful environment. In Amores 3.7, the narrator is dramatically horrified by his own 
impotence because he finds it deathly. His horror is exaggerated but not entirely unreasonable, 
because impotence is a process parallel to death, but centered in the (grotesque) bottom half of 
the body. The amator experiences his problem as a minor death, but in doing so focuses on bod-																																																								
39 See Bakhtin’s dicussion of Pantagruel’s illness (338), and his identification of syphilis as a comic dis-
ease (384). Both are examples of the bodily failing, but still fall under the purview of the grotesque be-
cause they take place in the lower half of the body. 
 
40 Sharrock argues that pondus inutile is an especially anti-elegiac phrase. Elegy may mention impotence 
occasionally, but pondus is the opposite of elegy’s primary characteristic, levitas (174). Sharrock’s obser-
vation demonstrates another way that the amator warps elegy in this passage. 
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ily failure rather than any of the existential problems that surround death. The amator is not sure 
whether he is “a body or a shade” (corpus an umbra, 3.7.16), a physical contrast between life 
and death. A dead body is still a body (corpus), so his complaint about being a shade is more re-
lated to the fear of being unable to control his body than the fear of losing any other of his usual 
activities. Unwilling to admit to the importance of the body as a major concern in life, he is 
nonetheless unable to avoid it in these circumstances. Poem 3.7 is a rare admission that the 
physical details of sex are actually a major concern for the amator. 
 Because the amator cannot admit to his own investment in successful physicality, he at-
tempts to transfer the blame for his inability. The mistress’ body must admit no faults,41 so he 
picks another possible culprit, pudor: “Huc pudor accessit facti: pudor ipse nocebat; / ille fuit 
vitii causa secunda mei” (36-37). In this passage, the amator has been casting about for theories 
on what (besides his own physicality and participation in the grotesque world) could have caused 
his impotence. Pudor is the last in a string of unlikely explanations, and though the amator set-
tles on it as the most likely explanation, he is not entirely convincing. Pudor is a virtue that could 
prevent illicit sex, but it was presumably intended to intervene before sexual inability would 
have become a factor. The amator cannot be said to suffer greatly from pudor if the girl is al-
ready in bed with him. Furthermore, the amator and the puella are not doing anything shameful, 
because the puella is not legally bound to be faithful to a husband. Married citizen women were 
expected to publicly display pudicitia (Langlands 37-39), but the puella is certainly not a dutiful 
matron.42 In addition, the amator offers no explanation of why this particular incident would in-																																																								
41 The perfection of this puella’s body harkens back to the perfection of Corinna’s body in Amores 1.5 
(Sharrock 154-55). 
 
42 Langlands argues that Propertius sometimes wants Cynthia to honor pudicitia, but his usage of the  
word is pointedly contradictory because he wants both a commitment-free elegiac relationship and a  
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cite pudor, when a plethora of previous encounters have been successful (3.7.23-26). Pudor ac-
cessit facti posits a sudden attack of shame without explaining its cause. Instead, pudor offers the 
amator an appealing explanation because it is an abstract concept, and therefore deflects un-
wanted attention away from his body and the puella’s. 
 Although he maintains that pudor was the cause of his impotence, the amator attempts to dis-
tance himself from pudor as well as from the grotesque. In a traditional Roman moral frame-
work, pudor is a good quality, but the amator makes it clear that he is committed to elegiac 
rather than traditional values. He characterizes pudor as harmful (nocebat 3.7.36) and calls it the 
“second cause of [his] fault” (vitii causa secunda mei, 3.7.37).43 Pudor is toxic to elegy. It is ac-
tually elegy, however, that brought him to this awkward situation. The attempt to associate the 
grotesque elements of sex with traditional morality falls flat, because it is apparent in this case 
that the inherent sexual grotesque of elegy has produced his impotence.44 The amator is not will-
ing to acknowledge that the grotesque that he has used to mock his enemies in the past applies to 
him as well, even though he fancifully applied it to himself in 2.15. Instead, the world outside 
elegy, already established as grotesque, is at fault for his impotence. It may disturb the amator 
that traditional, grotesque values can affect his elegiac world, but the possibility that elegy par-
ticipated in the grotesque all along would be even more horrifying. 																																																								
pseudo-wedded one (196-97). Amores 3.7 does discuss elegiac jealousy (3.7.79-80), but given that the girl  
may not even be Corinna, it is unlikely that the amator fantasizes about being married to this puella, al-
though his pudor could perhaps be due to a marriage fantasy conflicting with his elegiac fantasy. 
 
43 Sharrock notes that vitium in this context denotes a failure, not necessarily a fault. Although literally the 
amator calls his pudor a fault, he is more invested in its implications as an elegiac failure rather than as a 
moral issue (166). 
 
44 The puella’s interpretation, that the amator is impotent because he has been with another woman al-
ready (Am.3.7.77-80), confirms that an elegiac explanation of impotence is possible, even likely. In addi-
tion, Tibullus 1.5.39-40 is an elegiac precedent for impotence caused by longing for a different woman. 
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 Amores 3.8 continues in the same vein as 3.7. The amator is upset that his girl has taken up 
with a rich, ugly, uncultured man, a soldier whom he characterizes as “fed on blood” (sanguine 
pastus, Amores 3.8.10): “Ecce recens dives parto per vulnera censu / praefertum nobis sanguine 
pastus eques” (Amores 3.8.9-10). The amator means that this man has recently earned both 
money and social status from war, but the language used to describe him claims that he has liter-
ally eaten blood.45 Blood and violence are not necessarily typical of the grotesque, but they are 
certainly inimical to elegy, which prides itself on bloodlessness.46 Soldiers, violence, and impe-
rial expansion are all naturally connected to the Roman military. 
 Poem 3.8 treats violence and warfare by associating them with grotesque themes. It also nar-
rates the amator’s loss to a grotesque rival. The rival in poem 3.8 has deep roots in comedy47 and 
elegy.48 An especially close parallel is that of the rival in Propertius 2.16 (Bowditch 125). Like 
the Propertian rival, the soldier of Amores 3.8 gains favor with the puella by being more munifi-
cent than the poetic speaker, but in both cases the rival is also a better specimen of Roman mas-
culinity. Propertius’ rival has an official position (as a praetor, Prop. 2.16.1), and the rival in 																																																								
45 Du Quesnay comments that pastus is a word usually used of animals (17). The rival is perhaps so brutal 
that he is like an animal. 
 
46 A prominent example of elegy as bloodless is Am.2.12.6, discussed above. 
 
47 The rival character in elegy ultimately derives from the soldiers of New Comedy (James 2012, 264-65). 
Because comedy is a more grotesque genre than elegy, it is not surprising that the soldier in 3.8 disrupts 
non-grotesque elegy. 
 
48 At Propertius 4.5.49, Acanthis advises a puella to prefer a “soldier not made for love” (miles non factus 
amori) to the Propertian speaker, as long as the soldier pays. A Propertian rival in 2.16 is identified as a 
praetor (1). Elegy also commonly characterizes rivals as slaves or recent ex-slaves, as in Tibullus 2.3.60, 
Propertius 4.5.51-52, and Amores 1.8.64. The rival in Amores 3.8 is neither a slave nor a freedman, but is 
characterized in similar terms for his lack of sophisticated learning. The amator complains that the puella 
values money instead of poetic talent, and devalues his learning as if it were “barbarity” (barbaria, 3.8.4). 
Rivals in other elegy are often described as barbarus (Prop. 2.16.27, 4.5.51, Tib. 2.3.60). 
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Amores 3.8 has had a career as a soldier. Though these occupations are specifically characterized 
as inimical to elegy, they are also both more acceptable ways for an adult Roman man to spend 
his time (Zimmermann Damer, forthcoming). Thus, although the soldier fulfills a typical role in 
elegy, the character himself is strongly associated with accepted notions of Roman manhood, as 
opposed to the less masculine persona of the amator.49 
 The amator further associates his rival with a series of purely grotesque qualities: the sol-
dier’s body is penetrable and messy, rather than closed off and inviolable. In addition, he is tied 
to a strain of fertile violence. His social status is “born through wounds” (parto per vulnera 
censu, 3.8.9). Parto modifies censu rather than the rival himself, but the implication remains that 
he was born to his elevated status through a fertile form of violence. Per vulnera even suggests a 
birth through the wounds of his enemies, as if the death wounds of each victim acted as substi-
tute birth canals through which the bloody reinvention of the soldier (and his money) could 
emerge. The amator may use this monstrous image to insult his rival, but it is also probable that 
he actually sees the rival as a monstrous creature totally unsuited to elegiac love, and that gro-
tesque imagery breaks through here illustrate, vividly, that, in the amator’s opinion, the soldier 
and puella are completely incompatible. 
 In spite of his disgust, the amator goes on to imagine the rival and puella together: “hunc 
potes amplecti formosis, vita, lacertis? / huius in amplexu, vita, iacere potes?” (3.8.11-12). Even 
word order emphasizes the amator’s revulsion from his rival. Hunc and huius both occur at the 
beginnings of lines, separated from vita, the pet name for the girlfriend. The epithet vita is sig-
nificant here because the context deals with the puella’s relationship to a man associated with 
																																																								
49 There are other elegiac rivals in the Amores (notably at 1.4, 2.19, and 3.4), but they are not described in 
the same terms as the soldier in 3.8. This particular character may also be marginally associated with Au-
gustus, because he has been promoted in a process that Augustus initiated (Cooley 138). 
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death. Vita is a typical elegiac pet name,50 but the amator could have chosen from an array of 
endearments, and repeats this one twice in two lines. The puella is vita here in contrast to the 
deathly soldier she embraces. Her “beautiful arms” (formosis […] lacertis, 11) are placed around 
vita rather than around hunc. Even describing sex between his rival and girlfriend, the amator 
does not picture the girl embracing the soldier. Instead, the word order places the puella’s arms 
in a more neutral position around her own body. Both lines use a word for embrace (amplecti 
3.8.11, amplexu 3.8.12), but the embrace is not vividly depicted. Both lines ask how such a thing 
could even be possible, further distancing the possibility of sex between the soldier and the 
puella. The puella’s non-grotesque body and the soldier’s grotesque body should, in elegy, be 
too opposed to be able to mix.51 
 The rival gives Ovid an opportunity to treat the violent dimension of the grotesque. In 3.8 
and elsewhere, Ovid uses blood as a conventional poetic shorthand for violence. Blood is one of 
the few bodily fluids that Bakhtin does not consider inherently grotesque. The grotesque can in-
clude violence, but violence is only certainly counted as grotesque when another fluid is substi-
tuted for blood (334-36). Some aspects of blood do fit the grotesque. First, it is both deathly 
(when outside the body) and life-giving (when safely contained within the body). Second, like 
any other bodily fluid, it is a sign of bodily messiness or imperfection whenever it can be seen. 
Third, because blood was sometimes considered by ancient doctors to constitute a larger propor-
tion of women’s bodies than of men’s (King 44-45), in the ancient imagination blood is entwined 																																																								
50 Vita is an endearment typical of Propertius rather than Ovid. Flaschenriem calls it “almost a cliché” of 
Propertius (191). 
 
51 There are other cases in elegy where the rival and the puella are physically combined, notably in Prop-
ertius 2.16.24, where Cynthia is “merged” (fusa) with Propertius’ rival (James 2012, 265). Although the 
Propertian example shows that sex between the grotesque rival and perfect puella is possible in elegy, it 
also confirms that it is anathema to the speaker. 
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with the natural female grotesque. In addition, Bakhtin never excludes violence from the gro-
tesque, and grotesque violence does not necessarily substitute another fluid for blood. Acts of 
violence glorify the physical body as much as sex does.52 Therefore, the grotesque may occa-
sionally use blood to represent grotesque violence.  
 The Amores regularly identify grotesque blood with epic. The amator’s triumph in 2.12 is 
bloodless (sanguine praeda caret, 6; sine caede, 27), compared to the actual blood of military 
victories. The Ars Amatoria also describes epic heroes as polluted by killing, most notably in a 
passage that asks how Briseis could have slept with Achilles even though his hands were 
“soaked with death” (imbutae […] nece, 2.713-14).53 The affinity between epic and blood and 
violence is unsurprising, but the major interest in this passage is how elegy is strongly opposed 
to violence, or perhaps just to blood itself. The praeceptor is uncomfortable with a non-grotesque 
woman having sex with a bloodied man, just as the amator is disgusted by the idea of his girl-
friend with the soldier in 3.8. The context of the Ars passage shows poem 3.8 in a new light. 
 In 3.8, the amator seems to have as much of a problem with the rival’s status as with his 
body. The amator sees his rival’s status as badly earned through a process reminiscent of prosti-
tution (James 2003, 103), and he is resentful that an anti-elegiac profession should reap better 
rewards than his elevated poetry. Given that it occurs during a highly emotional and dramatic 
passage, the condemnation of the rival’s formerly bloody hands seems like yet another poorly 
thought-out shock tactic in the midst of a series of attempts at persuasion, rather than a deeply 																																																								
52 See Bakhtin’s discussion of a Rabelaisian episode in which the inhabitants of Basché’s castle routinely 
beat up slanderers in the guise of following a traditional custom at weddings. In spite of its extensive vio-
lence, Bakhtin concludes that the entire scene is in a comic vein because the violence is interspersed with 
laughter, confused with sexuality, and promotes the idea that bodies are unified with rather than separate 
from each other (200-8). 
 
53 Though sanguis does not appear in this passage, imbutae suggests that blood is involved. 
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felt opinion on the ugliness of his rival’s body.54 In comparison with the remark on Achilles in 
the Ars, the amator’s disgust with his rival’s body takes on a different tone: the actual body of 
the rival becomes a serious problem. Achilles can hardly be faulted for lineage, social status, or 
stealing the speaker’s girlfriend, so he cannot resent Achilles for the barbarism usually ascribed 
to elegiac rivals. Instead, Achilles’ bloody, grotesque hands are enough to disgust the elegiac 
narrator. Blood is a grotesque here because it represents the fertile deaths of enemies, and it is 
confirmed as grotesque fluid by how strongly the amator recoils from it.55 In these examples, 
blood becomes a sign of the breakdown of the aspects of the ordered carnival of elegiac poetry, 
and a descent into the all-encompassing, often unpleasant carnival that is included under the gro-
tesque. 
Conclusion 
 In Amores 2.12-15, Ovid’s speaker characterizes the opponents of elegy as massive, fertile, 
and grotesque, as opposed to the slender, refined, and non-procreative values of elegy. By at-
tempting to situate elegy in a grotesque world, however, the speaker instead draws elegy into the 
grotesque world against which he has set it. Poem 2.12 confidently associates the grotesque with 
Augustus, the military, authority, and large crowds. Poem 2.13 is confronted with the shock of 
having to acknowledge that an elegiac woman can also be grotesque, and that elegiac love, like 
regular military service, can be bloody. Poem 2.13 deals with an immediate crisis, so it is not un-																																																								
54 James notes that the amator has no plausible reason to have observed his rival’s body, and that there-
fore all of the amator’s descriptions of his rival’s body are based in stereotypes rather than actual knowl-
edge of and disgust with a particular soldier’s body (James 2003, 103). 	
55 Though epic is a secondary concern for this paper, Ovid does have a tendency to recreate epic charac-
ters as grotesques. Besides the example of Achilles here, see also repeated characterizations of Andro-
mache as comically tall (Ars Amatoria 2.644, 3.776-78), expanded to fit both epic meter and the role of 
the enormous-bodied grotesque. 
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til 2.14 that the amator gets around to the female grotesque. Even then he valiantly attempts to 
shift the pregnant grotesque body onto the mythological mothers of Rome. By 2.15, the amator 
is so desperate to be rid of with the female grotesque that he turns it on himself instead, but still 
winds up producing a feminized grotesque of himself in the object of the ring. Poems 3.7 and 3.8 
expand upon the masculine grotesque first introduced in 2.15. Both poems attempt to re-
associate the grotesque with Augustus, the military, and anti-elegiac culture. They specifically 
attempt to reflect all grotesquerie away from the puella. Elegy can survive a grotesque lena, ri-
val, or even speaker, but the semi-divine perfection of the puella should be the only thing stoking 
the elegiac fire. The survival of elegiac love depends on the puella’s body, which is naturally fal-
lible and, if the Ars Amatoria is any indication, is already being held together by great effort on 
the puella’s part.56 Conversely, elegy as a genre cannot exist without its surrounding antagonistic 
background, because it would mean nothing for an elegist to declare his girl more precious than 
the state if there were no state. Elegy must admit the grotesque world as a contrast to itself. But 
because the grotesque does not stay peacefully beside genres that it can engulf, it makes inroads 
on elegy. Ovid’s speaker gamely dispels grotesque implications about his mistress, but cannot do 
so forever. Elegy maintains a high-style façade while it interacts with the grotesque, but just as 
Ovid’s speaker could use the grotesque to make Augustus look ridiculous, so the grotesque show 
that the elegiac ideal of the body is impossible even as the elegist pretends not to notice. 
 
 
 
 																																																								
56 Ars 3.59-82 is a particularly complete example of how quickly women age. See also Amores 1.8, in 
which Dipsas advises the puella to make her money while she is still young, and Ars 2.118-22 for an ex-
ample of male elegiac aging. There is also a precedent at Tibullus 1.1. 
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